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Abstract: Network characterization and modelling is an important issue to understand and monitor IP
network performance, in particular for real-time multimedia applications. To maintain an adequate quality of
experience for end customers, we need to monitor and eventually control the effects of the network behavior.
Thus, an accurate network performance model is needed, which is not a simple task, given the complex
dynamics of a network. In this paper, we propose to represent the effect of an IP network on a video connection
as a single G/M/1 queue. When a video session is set up, the two ends can infer the queue parameters based
only on local measurements of the stream itself and with a single exchange of information between the two
ends. We found that the recommended queue parameters may be different from one connection to the next
but that the actual shape of the arrival process does not have a large impact on the selected parameters. In
fact, using a lognormal distribution may work for many cases. Finally, we found that jitter can be used as a
proxy to estimate network delay without the need for end-to-end synchronization.

Keywords: G/M/1 queue, video applications, end-to-end jitter, TCP/UDP
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1 Introduction

Multimedia services over IP (Internet Protocol), particularly video applications, have been rapidly increasing.

Cisco [1] predicts that by 2019, video users will generate around 80 to 90 percent of the total traffic. Content

providers and network operators are increasingly competing to offer high-quality digital streamed and real-

time video services both to wired and wireless users. A wide range of video streaming applications, such

as video on demand (VoD) or peer-to-peer video streams (P2P), are carried by the Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP). On the other hand, real-time video services, such as video conferencing, tele-medicine and

live streaming often use the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) or Real-Time Protocol (RTP) over UDP.

Delivering this kind of applications through IP networks raises some challenging issues. A good quality

of experience (QoE) for the user can be achieved only through strict quality of service (QoS) requirements in

terms of bandwidth, end-to-end transit delay, end-to-end jitter and packet loss. Video traffic is particularly

sensitive to end-to-end jitter, that can cause some undesirable effects such as pixelation and frozen images.

A number of techniques such as video compression and playback buffering mechanisms are concurrently used

to manage the QoS and offer a suitable video quality.

Simple QoS management is based on measuring and collecting some performance metrics but this falls

short of providing simple models to understand and recreate the behavior of the network. In our view, in order

to be more effective in controlling QoS, simple and accurate modelling of the network behavior is needed.

In this paper, we propose that the effect of the whole IP network on a video connection be represented by

a single G/M/1 queue whose parameters are estimated through very simple measures at the two ends and a

single exchange of information.

1.1 Related work

The traditional approach for network planning and control is to model the network as a queuing system

and derive from this the appropriate QoS metrics from which one can extract the relevant QoE values. It

is possible to get a full characterization of network performance if the network is modelled as a network of

M/M/1 or M/M/1/K queues [2, 3, 4, 5]. One can get simple solutions because of the simplicity of the Poisson

model. It provides a simple model for end-to-end delay, packet loss and jitter estimation, which can be used

in network planning. Authors in [6] conclude that there are cases where it is possible to estimate end-to-end

delay in core networks by modelling it with a series of M/D/1 queues.

However, there is a large body of work [7, 8] showing that multimedia traffic, and in particular video

traffic, shows a long-range dependence so that the Poisson model is definitely not an accurate description of

link traffic. Extending the classical techniques to non-Poisson traffic is much more difficult.

An estimation technique for the end-to-end delay is described in [9]. This is based on measuring the

queue length at the nodes on a path. The authors assume that the input process is Gaussian, which includes

a large class of self-similar process. They fit the measured distribution with the asymptotic queue length and

reconstruct from this the sojourn time in the queue. The end-to-end delay is estimated by convolution.

The work of [10] gives formulas for the jitter in case of On-OFF traffic like VoIP applications with constant

service time. This is based on the assumption of independent and exponential transit times for consecutive

packets. This is extended in [11] to the case of a network path using the techniques first proposed in [4].

Instead of trying to derive the QoS parameters of a session from the network links, a different approach

is to monitor the session itself and to infer from this the relevant QoS parameters. Most of these techniques

are based on the assumption that the behavior of the session is determined by a single bottleneck link where

congestion occurs. Many techniques, such as the packet-pair method, also inject artificial traffic on the session

to estimate its performance. See [12] for a discussion of these techniques.

Other authors, as in [13, 14], try to derive an equivalent queue model based on a single bottleneck in

a M/M/1/K or M/D/1/K queue. They use standard queuing theory to extract some performance metrics.

For the M/M/1/K queue, they can get a large number of metrics such as packet loss, bandwidth capacity

and the background traffic intensity on the link. This is much more difficult for the M/D/1/K where only
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a few metrics can be derived, and with considerable numerical effort. These are then compared to actual

end-to-end network measurements to determine the accuracy of the model. They conclude that M/M/1/K

queue gives a reasonable results for estimating these metrics.

1.2 Contribution

The main contribution of this paper is to propose an equivalent G/M/1 queue to model network perfor-

mance that can estimate fairly accurately the network transit time and jitter using only very simple local

measurements. We use jitter as a proxy to estimate those measurements without the need for end-to-end syn-

chronization. This is based on some previous results on network jitter evaluation, combined with the analysis

of traffic traces for TCP and UDP traffic. Differently from [13] and [14], we don’t assume a bottleneck link

and don’t use artificial traffic either. The constraint is that only measurements that are locally available can

be used so that the clocks at the two ends need not be synchronized. The tradeoff is between the amount

of information measured and transferred between the users on the one hand and the assumptions that are

needed to arrive at a queuing model on the other hand.

There are some advantages in having a credible queuing model for the network. First, we can compute

the potential impact that a change in the source parameters could have on some performance metrics such

as delay and jitter. Conversely, a queuing model can help us decide whether an observed change in some

performance measure is simply due to the stochastic nature of the queue or whether network conditions have

changed. In that case, it is possible to express this as a change in the parameters of the queue and use this

to control the source or the receiver rates.

1.3 Paper structure

This process can be summarized as follows. First, we propose in Section 2 a G/M/1/ queue with infinite

buffer and First-Come First-Served (FCFS) service and discuss some assumptions related to this queue.

Next, we consider in Section 3 streaming video over TCP. We propose an algorithm where the two ends

of the session can make measurements of the session traffic and from this, infer a “best” equivalent queue.

We then briefly discuss in Section 5 how this algorithm could be used for real-time traffic carried over

UDP. We mention that the algorithm cannot be used directly with raw UDP but that using RTP would

provide enough information to identify the equivalent queue.

Finally, we discuss in Section 6 the relatively small impact of the shape of the distribution of the inter-

arrival time on jitter and show that it depends mostly on first two moments of the distribution.

2 The G/M/1 queue

In order to identify a queue, we need four elements:

1. The service discipline. Here, we assume FIFO

2. The buffer size.

3. The arrival process

4. The service process

First, we assume that the queue equivalent to the whole network path, both core and access, is a G/M/1

queue, as shown in Figure 1. This model has two important features. One is that given the arrival process

G and the sojourn time distribution, we can compute the service rate exactly. The other is that given this

service rate, one can compute the mean jitter analytically. We think that this assumption is acceptable for

the following reasons.
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   IP Network

Sent

packets
Received

packets

Figure 1: Network G/M/1 queue equivalent

2.1 Infinite buffer

We assume that we have no losses so that we can assume that the buffer is infinite. This assumption is based

on the measurements made on some real video sessions where we find that the packet loss is in fact very

small and can be neglected. Note that for a real-time service, a packet that is delayed more than a certain

time, either because of network congestion or retransmission, is considered lost since it cannot be used to

reconstruct the video frame once this frame has been sent to the application.

2.2 Generic arrival process

There is clearly an advantage in modeling the traffic entering the network as an arbitrary process with

a general distribution for the packet inter-arrival time. This avoids the Poisson assumption which is not

considered realistic for multimedia traffic [7, 15, 8], at least in the core.

The discussion so far has assumed that we know the complete inter-arrival time distribution fR at the

source. In practice, this may not be known and we may have to measure the process to get an estimate

of the distribution. This is complicated and may take some time to get reliable statistics. To simplify

the procedure, we make a further assumption that The source inter-arrival time can be modelled by a two-

parameter distribution. This is a relatively strong assumption but as we will see, it turns out to be reasonably

accurate for the sources we have considered here.

2.3 Exponential service time

A much stronger assumption is that of an exponential service time. We think that this is not unrealistic for

the following reasons.

First note that the service time in question is not the service time at a particular network queue. Rather,

it is an aggregated measure of the time spent in the network: It is the sum of all the waiting and service

times experienced by a packet as it crosses the network. The reason why a Poisson model may be accurate

is that on each link, the waiting time of a packet depends on all the cross-traffic that share the queue of the

packet under consideration. Two consecutive packets of the same stream may be separated by a number of

packets from other streams. To the extent that these background streams are all different and uncorrelated,

it is not unreasonable to assume that the total time in the queue for one packet is in effect driven by a

Poisson process.

Another reason why the exponential assumption may be realistic is based on the work of [14] where an

the exponential service time seems to be quite a good approximation for end-to-end service time through

the network. Finally, we have made some measurements on some real streaming video flows carried over

TCP. We have measured the Round-Trip Time (RTT) using the ACK packets from the client to the server
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and plotted the corresponding histogram with a fitted exponential. Some of our results are shown on Fig-

ures 2 and 3. We can see that the agreement is quite good except at low values of the transit delay where

the exponential distribution is clearly over-estimating the frequency of short delays. Based on this and other

similar results not presented here to conserve space, we use the Poisson service time model in the following.
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Figure 2: Approximate packet transit time vs
exponential distribution- V-2 experiments
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Figure 3: Approximate packet transit time vs
exponential distribution- V-5 experiments

3 Estimation algorithm for streaming over TCP

The question that we examine in this section is how the two ends of the connection can use this information

to arrive at a consistent estimation of the queue parameters.

At first, we examine a relatively frequent case where video is streamed over a TCP connection. The traffic

from the source to the client is made up mostly of data packets while the traffic in the other direction is

made up mostly of acknowledgement (ACK) packets from the client to the server.

3.1 Estimation procedure

We present the estimation algorithm where the computation is made at the source but it could be obviously

done at the receiver as well. In all that follows, we try to keep the measurements as few and as simple as

possible and to limit to the maximum the amount of information that has to be transmitted between the

source and the destination.

First, we define variables that are used by this algorithm

Jm Measured Jitter
ti time at which the packet i is sent by the source
ri time at which the packet i is received at the destination
Ri inter-arrival time, Ri = ti − ti−1

Oi inter-departure time, Oi = ri − ri−1

fR probability density function (pdf) of inter-arrival time variable R
frR, r ∈ {l, g, p} log-normal pdf, gamma pdf, Pareto Type I pdf

Ĵr, r ∈ {l, g, p} analytic jitter corresponding ti pdf r

The client measures the average jitter of the arriving packets. We get the ith packet’s sending and

receiving instants ti and ri and we take the mean over all N packets

Jm =
1

N

N∑
j=1

|(ti − ti−1)− (ri − ri−1)|

=
1

N

N∑
j=1

|Ri −Oi|. (1)
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This is possible because of the definition of jitter (11) given in Appendix C. In this equation, the values of

ri is known from the local clock and that of ti from the TCP time stamp. The jitter is simply the difference

between the inter-arrival time at the source minus that at the destination so that the synchronization offset

between the two ends simply cancels out.

The source, on the other hand,

1. Measures the mean and standard deviation of the inter-arrival process

2. Measures the average transit time

3. Assumes some two-parameter distribution for the inter-arrival time distribution selected from some

pre-defined list. For each distribution in the list

(a) Computes the two parameters of the distribution, generally the location and scale

(b) Computes the average service time for the queue

(c) Computes the jitter for the corresponding queue

(d) Compares the computed jitter with the measured value from the client

4. Chooses the distribution that has the smallest difference between the computed and the measured value

of jitter.

We discuss each step and show how it can be done and the amount of work that is needed in each case.

3.1.1 Measuring the arrival parameters

Step 1 is to compute the mean m and standard deviation σ of the packet inter-arrival time using information

on the departure times ti from the server. We have

m = E(Ri) = E(ti+1 − ti) (2)

σ =
√

var(Ri) (3)

3.1.2 Measuring the transit delay

In principle, measuring the packet transit delay Step 2 is straightforward: Simply put a time stamp at the

source and compare with the arrival time at the destination. This of course assumes that the two clocks

are synchronized to a sufficient accuracy. The only practical way of doing this is using the Network Time
protocol (NTP) but the accuracy of these measurements can range from a few tens of milliseconds over a

network connection up to 100 milliseconds or more on asymmetric routes and in the presence of network

congestion. This is not good enough when dealing with network delays of a few tens of milliseconds. For this

reason, we use only the RTT where the server uses the Tsecr field of the ACK packets which contains the

time when the packet being acknowledged left the server. The RTT is then the difference between the time

when ACK packet is received back at the server and the departure time of that acquitted packet. From this,

one can easily compute the average transit time.

3.1.3 Selecting a candidate inter-arrival distribution

The Step 3 is to choose a two-parameter distribution fR for the inter-arrival time from some given small set.

In this paper, we have used three distributions, log-normal, gamma and Pareto Type I. The corresponding

pdf are denoted f lR, fgR and fpR.

3.1.4 Compute the distribution parameters

Given the values of m and σ, the server can compute in Step 3a the scale and location parameters of fR. In

some cases, such as the gamma distribution, this can be done in closed form. If not, a numerical procedure

is needed to solve a nonlinear system of two equations in two variables.
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3.1.5 Computing the average service rate

With these informations, the server can compute in Step 3b the average service time. For this, we use the

fact that the transit time and the service times are related to the Laplace transform of fR given by (8) in

Appendix B. It is generally not possible to do this analytically and we must use a numerical solver for a set

of two nonlinear equations in two variables to get the value of µ. At this point, we have all the parameters

of the equivalent queue corresponding to the fR that was chosen.

3.1.6 Computing jitter

Once we have the equivalent queue, we can then use the results of [16] to compute the average jitter Ĵ for

this queue given by (12) in Appendix C. In some cases, we can compute an analytic expression for the jitter.

If not, this can be done by a numerical integration technique. We can write Ĵr, r ∈ {l, g, p} to indicate that

the value of Ĵ depends on the choice of fR.

3.1.7 Selecting a model

The server repeats Steps 3a–3d for a number of arrival distribution with corresponding jitter values Ĵ l, Ĵg

and ĵp. Details about the analytical formula are presented in Appendix D. These values are then compared

with the actual average jitter value Jm measured by the client and transmitted to the server. The distri-

bution that has the best smallest absolute difference between the computed and measured jitter defines the

equivalent queue.

3.2 Summary

The procedure outlined above is such that for a given TCP session in a stationary state and with low loss,

the two ends will be able to identify an equivalent queue that 1) has the same first two moments as the

arrival distribution, 2) has the same average transit delay and 3) has the the best fit for the jitter measured

at the destination among the set of potential arrival processes. The algorithm methodology is summarized

in Figure 4.

Server

Source

Yes. Accept

Client

ACK

Figure 4: Verification procedure
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4 Comparing video streams

The technique we propose here will provide a best guess, in the sense defined above, for the service time and

inter-arrival time distributions of the queue. In this section, we compare the equivalent queues obtained for

different experimental streams.

4.1 Experimental setup

We have used two different configurations. The simplest is where the server and the client are directly

connected to a home router, as shown on Figure 5. While this configuration does not represent in any way

a network connection, it is shown here as a benchmark to measure the impact of the access network on the

measurements. The other configuration is through the Internet as shown on the top of Figure 1.

tcpdump tcpdump

Figure 5: Video transmission test-bed in LAN and WAN

For each experiment, we use about 10 minutes of two MPEG-4 videos which produce traces of 50 000

packets. The streams contain a mixture of scenes, some with more changes than other. These are streamed

using the Videolan application both as the server and the client and are transported over TCP.

In practice, the algorithm that we described would need the source and destination applications to make

the various measurements and calculations required by the model. Because we did not want to modify

Videolan, we captured the packet traces using TCPdump on the wifi or ethernet port of the source and the

destination computers. Both traces are analyzed off-line using standard statistical tools to get the values

needed by the model.

Except for the first experiment on a single router, the client and server were located in different places.

Many were in the Montreal area but we were able to get some measurements from some widely separated

locations. The details are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Video streaming over TCP experimental tests summary

Client Access Server Client
Experiment Network Location Location

V-1 WiFi Montreal Montreal
V-2 WiFi Waterloo Montreal
V-3 WiFi Montreal Montreal
V-4 3G+ Montreal Tunis
V-5 WiFi Milan Montreal

4.2 Stream measurements

For each stream, we measure four quantities: the mean and the standard deviation of the arrival process,

the mean transit time T = RTT
2 and the measured jitter Jm. These are summarized in Table 2 and they

are given in milliseconds. One can see that for a given video source, the measured values of the mean m

are reasonably close to each other but that those for the standard deviation σ show much larger variations
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due to the other processes running on the machine. The differences in the transit times and jitter reflect the

conditions of the network at the time the measurements were made.

Table 2: Measurements of video stream parameters in milliseconds (msec)

Video 1 Video 2

Experiment m σ T Jm m σ T Jm

V-1 6.16 43.34 1.985 0.52 13.80 45.00 2.35 4.07
V-2 6.13 38.48 10.02 2.015 — — — —
V-3 6.99 33.35 16.23 2.78 9.18 39.60 15.86 4.15
V-4 7.85 66.15 103.93 12.95 7.29 37.14 86.7 5.07
V-5 6.98 31.90 147.8 9.28 8.29 36.80 83.64 4.69

4.3 Model selection

For each measurement of Table 2, the procedure will yield a best queue based on the difference between the

calculated jitter for each distribution Ĵr r ∈ {l, g, p} and the actual measurement Jm. This jitter values are

compared in Table 3. The shaded cells of the table show the distribution selected by the algorithm. The

interesting point is that in most cases, the log-normal or the gamma distributions are selected. In fact, the

log-normal fits many cases and there is a small difference in the other cases.

It will also produce a different mean service time in each distribution case Sr with r ∈ {l, g, p}, as can be

seen in Table 4. So that the queue utilization ρr, r ∈ {l, g, p} is also very different as shown in Table 5.

The results of Table 3 raise an interesting possibility. Instead of trying to guess the distribution for the

arrival process, one might choose one distribution for all streaming video over TCP. This is a very strong

assumption that would need to be validated over a large set of sessions, something that is clearly outside the

scope of this paper. Using the results of Table 3, we compute the overall root-mean-square error between the

measured and computed values for all distributions. This value is given in Table 6 for the three distributions,

where we have excluded the first row since it does not correspond to a real network connection. We can see

that the agreement is better for the log-normal distribution than for a gamma or Pareto so that would be a

good candidate.

Note however that while the log-normal seems more accurate, using the gamma would be faster. This is

because we can express the parameters k and θ analytically in terms of the mean and standard deviation

and also because we have a closed form expression (15) for the jitter Ĵg (Appendix D.2).

5 Real-time video over UDP

The case of real-time video is different since these connections often use UDP instead of TCP and the traffic

flow is similar in both directions. Instead of having one node identified as the sender and the other as the

receiver, as with TCP, in the present case, both end points can be viewed as a sender for its outgoing traffic

and a receiver for the incoming packets. In this section, we verify to what extent the G/M/1 model carries

over to video over UDP.

Table 3: Experimental END-TO-END jitter and analytical jitter comparison for TCP traffic

Video 1 Video 2

Experiment Jm Ĵ l Ĵg Ĵp Jm Ĵ l Ĵg Ĵp

V-1 0.52 0.98 0.34 1.71 4.07 1.70 1.07 0.01
V-2 2.015 2.628 1.38 3.53 — — — —
V-3 2.78 3.80 2.7 4.45 4.15 4.39 3.18 5.42
V-4 12.95 9.78 5.5 6.33 5.07 6.73 7.02 5.91
V-5 9.28 7.55 8.3 6.21 4.69 7.43 7.94 6.49
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Table 4: Estimated service time (ms)

Video 1 Video 2

Experiment Sl Sg Sp Sl Sg Sp

V-1 0.8624 0.1848 1.8172 1.656 0.759 2.346
V-2 2.2068 0.7969 4.1684 — — —
V-3 3.2154 1.6077 5.2425 3.8556 2.0196 6.6096
V-4 4.1605 3.14 7.536 6.0507 4.3011 6.6339
V-5 5.933 4.9907 6.7008 6.2175 4.4766 7.5439

Table 5: Estimated utilization

Video 1 Video 2

Experiment ρl ρg ρp ρl ρg ρp

V-1 0.14 0.03 0.295 0.12 0.055 0.17
V-2 0.36 0.13 0.68 — — —
V-3 0.46 0.23 0.75 0.42 0.22 0.72
V-4 0.53 0.4 0.96 0.83 0.59 0.91
V-5 0.85 0.715 0.96 0.75 0.54 0.91

Table 6: Root-mean square error

Log-normal Gamma Pareto

2.48 4.9 4.6

5.1 Computing the queue parameters

Consider a flow from the one node, called the sender, to the other, called the receiver. The algorithm of

Section 3.1 needs some measurements, some of which are not possible with UDP. Step 1 of the algorithm

needs an estimate of the mean m and standard deviation σ of the arrival process, which can be measured by

the source. Step 2 needs an estimate of the average transit time. For UDP, this information is not available

from the packets since they carry no timing information. One possible estimation is to use the first sent-

received packet pair exchange to get this estimate [17]. The calculations in Steps 3a–3c can also be carried

out as with TCP.

The main problem is the fact that the receiver cannot compute the actual jitter in (1) since the UDP

packets contain no timing information or sequence numbers. This means that the algorithm cannot be used

for UDP under the assumption we made about the available information.

Still, we think it is worth checking if the technique proposed in Section 3 used for TCP would give good

results for UDP it ever were possible to implement it with some future expanded version of UDP or if the

required information could be carried on RTCP packets from the RTP protocol.

5.2 Experimental setup

In order to do this, we use the same LAN/WAN expriment configuration as shown in Figure 5. An important

real-time video service carried over UDP is video-conferencing so that we chose to use Skype, which is one

of the most popular video-conferencing platform. Here again, the Skype application was installed on two

machines. Details about the experiments are presented in Table 7. The test S-1 was on a residential local

Table 7: Video-conferencing over UDP experimental tests summary

Client Access Client 1 Client 2
Experiment Network Location Location

S-1 WiFi Montreal Montreal
S-2 WiFi Montreal Montreal
S-3 3G Tunis Montreal
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network while for S-2 and S-3, the machines were located on distant networks as shown in Table 7. We ran

the video-conference for around 10 minutes so that we capture more than 50 000 UDP packets per experiment.

We must assume also that the receiver has a way to identify packets at both ends and the time where

they were sent or received. We can do this by using the tcpdump trace at the sender and the receiver since

these traces contain a time stamp for each packet. We can uniquely identify the packet from the data field

so that it is possible for the receiver to compute the actual jitter, something that is not possible based only

on the actual UDP packet contents.

5.3 Estimation algorithm

The parameters of the video source are presented for the Skype traffic in Table 8. In the present case, the

sources are different since they depend on the actual contents of the conversation and the changes in the

image. The main difference seems to be the much smaller standard deviation when compared with the video

streams. As one could expect, the mean transit time for S-1 is much smaller than for transmission over a

real network since the client and the server are on the same LAN. Overall, these parameters are comparable

to those for TCP even though the sources are quite different.

Table 8: Source measurements (ms)

Experiment m σ T

S-1 14.36 41.62 4.03
S-2 3.52 13.9 30.7
S-3 5.73 7.66 42.5

The final step is to compare the measured Jm with the analytical values computed from different dis-

tributions given by Ĵ l, Ĵg and Ĵp. These are presented in Table 9 where we have indicated the best fit in

gray. We can see that here also the best fit is mostly the log-normal or gamma distribution and then with a

relatively small difference between the two. We also present in Table 10 the values for the queue utilization.

These also cover a wide range from very low to almost saturated.

Table 9: Experimental and analytical jitter (ms)

Experiment Jm Ĵ l Ĵg Ĵp

S-1 3.15 2.29 1.04 2.01
S-2 2.10 2.54 2.37 2.49
S-3 6.16 4.38 4.9 4.05

Table 10: Utilization

Experiment ρl ρg ρp

S-1 0.11 0.28 0.14
S-2 0.58 0.4 0.82
S-3 0.79 0.75 0.87

6 Impact of the arrival process

The results of the previous sections indicate that the G/M/1 queue presents a good model for an end-to-end

video connection either for TCP or for UDP protocols. We have seen the that the measured jitter Jm is quite

close to most of the values of the analytical jitter Ĵ(fR). This seems to suggest that the jitter in a G/M/1

queue depends mostly on the mean m and standard deviation σ of the inter-arrival process R and the shape

of the distribution does not matter all that much.

We examine this idea that the jitter does not depend strongly on the particular shape of the inter-arrival

distribution by simulation. We measure the jitter in a G/M/1 queue with a different type of distribution such
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as Pareto (Pr), log-normal (LogN ), gamma (Gm) and tri-modal (TriM ). The tri-modal distribution combines

10% of pareto random variables, 60% log-normal and the other 40% are gamma. For each simulation, we fix

the standard deviation σ of R to the values 0.5, 2 and 4. For each case, we plot in Figures 6, 7 and 8 the

jitter as a function of the traffic load ρ = λ/µ where the service time 1/µ is chosen as the time unit.

Gm, σ=0.5
LogN, σ=0.5
Pr,σ=0.5
TriM,σ=0.5

Ji
tt

e
r
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Figure 6: Jitter in a G/M/1 queue for σ = 0.5
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Pr,σ=2
TriM,σ=2
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Figure 7: Jitter in a G/M/1 queue for σ = 2.0

Gm, σ=4
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Figure 8: Jitter in a G/M/1 queue for σ = 4.0

We can see from these results that for a small standard deviation, the shape of the distribution has very little

effect on the jitter and this for the whole range of traffic loads.

Results are somewhat different for the two other cases, as can be seen in Figures 7 and 8. The impact of

the distribution shape is still small for small traffic load but increases somewhat with the load. Still, we can

see that the actual differences are not all that large, even close to saturation.

This result suggests that for the G/M/1 queue, only the inter-arrival mean and standard deviation might

be required to identify the queue. This reduces the queue selection process to the estimation of the moments

of R for some chosen distribution and the calculation of the jitter for this distribution.

7 Conclusion

A new queue model to study the behavior of IP network video applications was proposed. We found that a

single G/M/1 queue can be used as an equivalent queue to study end-to-end network performance of a video

session. Moreover, it was found that the log-normal probability density function for packet inter-arrival time

gives the best fitting results for end-to-end performance, in particular for jitter. A contribution of this work

was precisely to use jitter as a proxy to estimate network delay. This is particularly interesting because,

contrary to other latency measurements, jitter measures does not require end-to-end synchronization.
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After choosing jitter as a verification tool, we proceeded to compare network jitter in experimental and

simulation environments with the results of a G/M/1 queue. We showed that the use of the G/M/1 queue

is valid and that, in many cases, the jitter in a queue depends strongly on the mean and standard deviation

of the inter-arrival time distribution but not so much on the actual shape of the distribution.

These results are very important and useful for managing QoS for video applications. They yield a good

model for over-the-top services that only depend on the video provider and video client, regardless of the

details of the network infrastructure. It also gives an analytical platform to determine total service time

through the network. Finally, it provides a simple and analytic expression to estimate network jitter for a

non-Poisson traffic, which is highly useful for QoS-oriented optimization.

Appendix

A Definition of variables

Based on the above assumption, we now define the variables that we will be using. We define for the ith

packet of a particular video stream

λ arrival rate, λ = 1/E [R]
Si service time,
µ service rate, µ = 1/E [S]

Wi waiting time in the queue before service
Ti transit time through the queue, Ti =Wi + Si = ri − ti
η transit rate = 1/E [T ]

We denote fR, fS and fT are respectively the probability density functions (PDF) of R, S and T .

B Properties of the G/M/1 queue

In order to characterize the queue, we need a description of the arrival and service processes. The arrival

process is defined by the inter-arrival time distribution fR of packets at the source. We assume that this is

known, either because the codec output process is known, or by direct measurement by the source.

The service process is exponential by definition so that the only remaining unknown is the service rate

µ that must be estimated from some measurements. For this, we make use of a particular feature of the

G/M/1 queue where the service rate µ is directly related to the transit time η through the queue.

First, recall [18] that the transit time T in a G/M/1 queue has an exponential distribution with parameter

η given by

fT (x) = ηe−ηx (4)

η = µ(1− τ) (5)

where τ is the probability that a packet will have to wait before entering the server and it is given by the

root of

τ = FR(µ− µτ) (6)

where

FR(s) =

∫ ∞
0

fR(y)e−sydy (7)

is the Laplace transform of fR(y).

We see that η and µ are directly related by the following nonlinear system (5) and (6){
η = µ(1− τ)

τ = FR(µ− µτ).
(8)
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C Jitter definition

The variation of delay in a tagged sequence of packets over time goes under different terms like jitter, end-

to-end jitter, or simply delay variation. In the following, we will be using the term jitter to mean any

of these.

Standards organizations give different formal definitions for jitter. The International Telecommunication

Union-Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) defines jitter as the variation of delay from some

reference value such as the mean or minimum delay [19, 20]. It is the difference between the end-to-end delay,

i.e., latency of a packet i, Ti, and some reference delay, ai for a given packet flow

J = E [|Ti − ai|] . (9)

With this definition, it is possible to quickly detect any increase in packet delay.

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) defines the jitter as the difference between two measurement

points [21, 22] for a specific packet flow by G = Ti − Ti−1. The end-to-end jitter is defined as the expected

absolute value of random variable G.

J = E [|Ti − Ti+1|] . (10)

The jitter can be measured without synchronization if we write

Gi = Ti − Ti−1
= ri − ti − (ri−1 − ti−1)

= (ri − ri−1)− (ti − ti−1)

= Oi −Ri (11)

In other words, the jitter is simply the difference between the inter-arrival time at the destination and at

the source for a given packet. We can measure these locally at each end of the connection without having to

synchronize them. We can then compute the distribution of G from the difference if we can reliably identify

packets in the two ends.

The second requirement is that we should be able to compute the jitter after identifying some queue

parameters. Recent work [4, 16] has provided accurate and fast computation models for estimating J derived

from Equation 10.

The fact that for a G/M/1 queue both service and transit times are exponential allows us to derive an

exact expression for the jitter that depends only on FR [16]

Ĵ =
(η2 + µ2)

ηµ(η + µ)
+

2

(η + µ)
FR(η + µ)− 1

η
FR(η). (12)

Authors in [16] present simplified expressions for jitter for different inter-arrival time distributions like for

Deterministic, Gamma and Pareto distributions.

D Properties of some distributions

Here we review the definition of the pdf and the expression of the mean and standard deviation in terms of

the parameters for the distributions we have used for the inter-arrival process. We also give some closed form

expressions for the jitter when these are available.

D.1 Log-normal

f lR(y; θ, ω) =
1

y
√

2πθ
exp

(
− (ln y − ω)

2

2θ2

)
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m = eω+θ
2/2

σ =
√

(eθ2 − 1)e2ω+θ2

In this case, we cannot get an expression for the Laplace transform and we must use numerical integration

F lR(s) =

∫ ∞
0

e−syf lR(y; θ, ω)dy (13)

The value F1
R(η) can then be used in (12) to get the jitter.

D.2 Gamma

This is the simplest case from a computational point of view.

fgR(y; k, θ) = yk−1
e−y/θ

θkΓ(k)

m = kθ

σ =
√
kθ2

From this, we can get a closed form solution for the parameters k and θ in terms of the mean and standard

deviation

θ =
σ2

m

k =
(m
σ

)2
The Laplace transform can be evaluated analytically

FgR(s) =
1

(1 + sθ)k
. (14)

Next, the simplified analytic expression for jitter is

Ĵg =
(η2 + µ2)

ηµ(η + µ)
+

2

(η + µ)

1

(1 + (η + µ)θ)k
− 1

η

1

(1 + ηθ)k
. (15)

D.3 Pareto

fpR(y;α,m) =

α
xαm
yα+1

if y ≥ xm

0 otherwise.

m =

{
xm

α

α− 1
if α > 1

∞ if α ≤ 1

σ =


xm

(α)

√
α

(α− 2)
if α > 2

∞ if α ≤ 2

The Laplace transform is given by

FpR(s) = αEα+1(sxm) (16)

which we can replace in (12) to get the jitter. Note that, En(x) is the exponential integral

En(x) =

∫ ∞
1

e−xt

tn
dt. (17)

and from this it is possible to compute numerically Ĵp.
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